Salīm Barakāt, Syrian Kurdish poet, completed his thirty-page poem al-Mu"jam (The Obscure) in 2004. The poem deals with the relationship between the poet and Evil, the relationship of Evil to Good, and the failure of Good to persuade in the face of Evil"s deceptive ways. We see the poet as a failed arbiter between Evil and Good. Reason and rationality do not prevail. Consequently, there is a need for an intercessor on the Day of Judgment. The poet is convinced that remorse will win an acceptable intercessor, the Mercy of Allah. The poem throughout is a journey through the Qur"ān from beginning to end. It is also the poet"s journey towards the Sufi goal.
Barakāt who actually writes in Arabic, and as a modern poet writes literature, takes Shah Ismā"īl"s poems as a starting point for his modern poetry ( --) which uses the modernistic Arabic -nathr (the Arabic prose poem). At the same time, Barakāt has no objection to carrying over features or devices of the earlier modern trend in Arabic prosody, --(Arabic free verse) into his prose poems, an example beingll. 517 / 518: . . . But they neglected the bath *over you* the faint exhalation / Of the gods, and the faint inhalation of the gods. . . . Here with the words "over you," we have the poetic device of in effect repetition of the words "over you," "over you" becoming a sort of pivot. One might say that Barakāt uses the device of the run-on line (enjambment) in the middle of the line of his prose poem. Enjambment, historically, characterizes al-shi‗ris irrelevant to Barakāt, as well as the free use of classical metrics. Barakāt in the main uses the prose rhythms of -nathr, his line determined by the sense of his content. 7 Further confirming Barakāt"s hearkening back to Shah Ismā"īl"s poetry, is the underlying or overt subject matter of the Day of Judgment, a scarlet thread throughout Barakāt"s poetry.
As said, the poem The Obscure is complex -multilayered, multivalent. The Qur"ān provides the frame for the poem, the poet roughly following the sequence of quranic āyāt delineating the subject of Good and Evil, and providing the poet with a paradigm for insurgence throughout the ages. The poem seems to be contemporary literary tā'wīl with the poet taking his symbols from the Qur"ān and the Islamic heritage. The background to Barakāt" s narrative is in accord with the "tenet of early Ismaili tā'wīl. . . that the written Qur"ān was but a reflection of the "Qur"ān of Creation," which itself contained the source of all symbols of the sacred. The Qur"ān supports this interpretation by mentioning the "Mother of the Book" Sūra 43:4) and the ‗W -85:22), which remain with Allah in pre-existence." 8 It seems that the narrative of Barakāt"s poem with regard to his recurring theme of insurgence and its consequence relies heavily on the unadorned Story of Iblis as told in Sūrat al-Aʻrāf 7:11-25the story of the disobedience, punishment and reprieve of Iblis. 9 7 The line being determined by the sense of what the poet has to say affords the translator a certain amount of freedom in determining how the translated line will end! 8 Neil Douglas-Klotz (2002 is the term for a word with two basic meanings, one the opposite or contrary to the other. The Arabic verb in question is "attaqū". 13
The two respected English translations quoted above (126c and 126d) use the word "fear" without differentiating from other words in the Qur"ān that they also translate as "fear."
Moreover, although their Arabic texts for this āyāh are in accord, their texts do not agree with the text of the Qur"ān I purchased in Diyarbakir in the Old City in the Old Mosque squarewhich I have taken to be the better text.
As regards line two of Barakāt"s poem: But do not fear. 14 You are safe in my bedthe words "do not fear" introduced from the outset will be repeated throughout the poem. As for the words "you are safe in my bed," to comment on the poet"s poetic techniques that reveal meaning and at the same time address the masses, here and elsewhere he uses an ordinary word in an everyday register to call to mind the quranic text. In this instance, the ordinary word for a person"s bed (sarīr) 15 calls to mind Sūra 20:53, "who has made the earth for you as a bed," the fifth word of the quranic verse, bed (mahdan); 16 and also Sūra 43:10, the fifth word, bed (mahdan) 17 again in context of "who has made the earth for you as a bed." The continuation of 43:10, "and has made for you passageways so that you will be guided," brings us to other lines in Barakāt"s poem (Allah's / passageways, ll. 191, 192 ; Shoes from angels' ash are hurled from the passageways into the icy maze, l. 554 18 ; For napping in the midday heat of the tinting lest they corrode the sky's passageways, l. 753. 19 The above shows that Barakāt is adept at finding precise words for what he has to say.
Moreover, he is adept at alluding to the Arabic quranic text in his own Arabic text. However, he nonetheless writes a poem that is conceived within the system of Kurdish language structures. If we consider that from vision / image to speech in any case involves an intervening transformation involving the speaker"s imaginationit becomes obvious that choice of language is not of the essence. 13 The Diyarbakir quranic text reads:
. I arrive at the meaning by comparing the Arabic to the Hebrew root letters:
. 14 
Salīm Barakāt is a Kurdish Poet
What kind of language is Kurdish? Referring to the erudite Kurdish Academy overview in the article the History of Kurdish Language, I surmise that as an ancient language, of course born without a formalized grammar, due to the wanderings of the Kurdish nation and the rise and fall of ancient civilizations and systems of belief, Kurdish was written down but in various scripts. These scripts brought with them changes in linguistic concepts, differing from region to region, and introduced "grammar." The Kurdish dialects do not discard old meanings of ancient vocabulary, but retaining these etymological meanings add new updated concepts into their language and into their vocabulary, as additional meanings for the same vocabulary. Or, new vocabulary is introduced. Arabic words are often accepted as being intrinsically Kurdish. Again, as an ancient language, Kurdish did not have a systematized verbal system of three-letter root/stem letters with vocabulary deriving from that system as do the Arabic, the Hebrew, and Aramaic with which we are familiar. Kurdish root letters may consist of one root letter, of course uttered as consonant plus indeterminate vowel sound; or two root letters; or three root letters; or reduplicated letters, as with Semitic languages. The Kurdish Academy insists on a strong resemblance to the Avestan language, but does not give details. Others have insisted that Kurdish is a Persian language. Again is that because of similarities in vocabulary, or more likely due to cultural similarities? In any case, Kurdish appears to have retained the vocabulary of the Kurdish original language which sometimes coincides with the Arabic, as Barakāt makes apparent in his poems when he affords us with an underlying alternate reading. In addition, Kurdish dialects by and large use the grammar of the above mentioned Semitic languages. Hence, one might draw the conclusion that Arabic is a likely if not preferable linguistic vehicle for a Kurdish poet living in an Islamic world. Salīm Barakāt is a Kurdish poet who writes Arabiche himself insists on saying this. International Journal of Kurdish Studies Vol.6/1 ( January 2020 ) 59 facilitate his own search-for-meaning, as for example his deliberate and frequent displaying of different meanings of words having the same root/stem letters. This technique, difficult as it is, is perhaps substantiated by the poem being in a genre that fits the mainstream description of "philosophical poem." Above all, his technique is symptomatic of Barakāt"s overall search for origins. Reminiscent of what I see as a manifestation of the antiquity of language is when in the case of Kurdish, its extant dialects exhibit an abundance of similar sound structures with diverse meanings, rather than one basic meaning. Barakāt makes use of the binarity common to both the Arabic language and Kurdish dialects, and also used in the Qur"ān.
In the case of the poet-theoretician Adūnīs, I find only one instance of his using binarity as a poetic technique, and that is with the Arabic word (faḍā'). 21 In the above lines from the opening poem The Body, space is used to indicate space as part of "presence." That is, without presence there is no "space." In the next poem, Day's Head on Night's Shoulder (verse 9, last line), the meaning of (faḍā') will be redefined as absence, as follows:
The trees in our villagefemale poets
Dipping their quills
Into inkwells of absence. 24
Unlike Barakāt, and as is his wont, Adūnīs explains his technique: ""Mysticism" here does not mean detaching oneself from the real world, but only detaching oneself from its 21 The Hans Wehr Arabic-English dictionary defines faḍā' as cosmic space! 22 faḍā' / . 23 Space:
(faḍā') -space as part of "presence." 24 In this line, Adūnīs redefines the Arabic word (faḍā'), which in the first poem A Body was "space"space as paired with "presence"as "absence" as versus "presence."
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Barakāt uses the technique of redefining words, which may appear as an instance of binarity or more likely as a shift in meaning, shifts in meaning being common throughout his long poem. We have an example of the former with the lines Come, O Evil, we shall instruct twilight as regards the intrigues of purity and infidelity. Come we shall produce sunrise, again, as if asparagus, by visiting that same frivolous ash. And may we hurl it, together, towards the insensitive ice uninspired by feelings For the abandoned. Come we shall trundle sunrise to them to the outrage of the trees (ll. 420-423)
In the above lines, "sunrise" and "twilight" in Arabic are both fajr. The poet takes advantage of the ambiguity to accomplish the trundling or rolling around of a hefty load, the last twilight, for creating another sunrise. My interpretation is that as there is an ambiguity involved, the poet cannot ask Good for assistance. Instead, he asks Evil for help.
In the below lines, the Barakāt uses a shift in meaning to underline the change of location from the world of sempiternity to the transcendental world of a more remote antiquity: the word previously used for desert becomes labyrinth (al-tīh); 26 and a word previously used for sempiternity becomes remote antiquity (al-qidam). 27
He will throw completion's heavy net to the mammoth's cooper. 28 There is no hunting In the labyrinth Of remote antiquity, O Evil.
(ll. 122-125)
The above poetic device is a meaning-making technique that provides stepping stones to origins, the origins of meaning, and accordingly instances of its use provide a passageway/exit to the no-meaning, the place. It becomes clear that Barakāt"s multilayered and multivalent poem has an inherent purpose similar to his Sufi poem . 29 25 Arab poets also find parallels between the stages of mystical experience and the poetic creative process, sometimes even stating that poetic process. Poetry is a kind of nashwa (ecstasy) and art in general is "the moments orrows the image of the Sufi progressing on the path toward the Divine essence: poetry is a path with many obstacles and risks, and he who chooses it takes his life into his own hands. . . . 31
As does Adūnīs, Barakāt merges mainstream techniques of surrealism with his Sufi poem. He makes use of techniques in surrealism in which the creative mind is released so that meaning will surface.
Remorse, an Ongoing Theme
Intertwined with the theme of insurgence, is the subject of remorse.
O Evil. Look here, the fortunes in gold, What you desire preoccupies you: Good is convinced that volition has deserted; Good's remorse is unstable due to its feverish cushions, disorientated, trembling, mute, Behind your covering the cry of al-Zair is detected, O Evil. 32 How did you fashion all this? How did you fashion the ill-fated tree, tigers rub Their haunches on its scratchy bark; the tree is good for its ill-fated fruits? How did you fashion such intrepid goodgood, remorsea pair of udders a kind of Prism of the known; good, remorse, offerings, the mortal world, succor coming along With the knives of the certain; the redeeming good is in the confession that this last gasp Is due to its fuck? (ll.52-60)
In keeping with surrealist notions of bringing "meaning" to the text by means of deautomatization of words and expressions, Barakāt"s poem uses the word nadam for "remorse" 30 R. Snir (2013) . "I saw my God in the eye of my heart": Mysticism, Poetry and the Creative Process in Modern Secular Arabic Literary Culture, p. 198. 31 R. Snir (2013), p. 198. 32 The cry of the Zair alludes to II Kings 8:21.
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Barakāt"s choice of word again serves the poet"s overall tendency to write in a register that personalizes and better brings across his message.
It is remorse that triggers Allah"s compassion, and as the Kurdish Sufi Sa"īd Nursī (1877-1960, b In general, in the above lines, and elsewhere, and in previous poems, the poet gives an impassioned account of events that have their repeat throughout Kurdish history, especially the tragedies surrounding Kurdish insurgents, fighters who will be martyred, and as a sort of counterpoint, an account of the sacrifices of the dedicated in the face of the situation of greed for wealth, especially on the international scene. Adding suspense is always the Day of Judgment or al-Qiyamah in the background, sometimes stepping into the foreground to provide a narrative account of its own. These narratives not only add suspense, but also a sense of relevance to the poet"s message.
With this poem, we see the mature poet, the perennial poem-of-the-poet"s-being expressed loudly and clearly. But, I for one would have no chance of understanding it without having been familiar with Barakāt"s earlier writings. 34 Here, "him" refers to the insurgent who will be "martyred."
The "grand finale" of Barakāt"s thirty page poem The Obscure is in actuality three short poems all with the same title repeated -"Do not fear" (Lā takhawf ). 35 The words "do not fear" have been heard previously, albeit less conspicuously, but nevertheless in retrospect contribute to the cumulative effect of the ending of the poem. On one hand, Barakāt"s grand ending is a direct expression of Kurdish Sufism, that is, the three short poems are modern Sufi poems, in which the poet again asserts that Divine Mercy is an acceptable intercessor. On the other hand, Barakāt lapses into modern Western techniques of vers libre (free verse) with the technique of especially the third of the three modern short poems, written in a semblance of Arabic free verse (al-shi‗r -).
The three short poems are, as follows:
Do not fear
Indeed pain will restore death to legend. The womb's pain; the bones are coached to its Refrain; the refrain of dawn; the dreamer of the entire irreality is in that very chamber - A sacrifice of words so that thus you will shelter them from Allah, And you will dispose of them struck down in their blood.
In the above lines, the poet uses the poetic device of repetition made famous in modern English poetry by the American poet Amy Lowell . Her poems were described as being vers libre (free verse); she herself said that she wrote "cadenced verse" and claimed that "cadence is rhythm." Her poetry and concept of cadenced verse and the importance of the rhythmical underlying structure in modern unrhymed verse took hold among modern Arabic poets. Arabic poets such as "al-Bayyātī, al-Sayyāb, Fu"ād Rifqa, adds depth to the poem and carries the theme to its climax" -"this method of ending a poem was condemned by Nāzik al-Malā"ika . . ." [see Moreh (1976), pp. 229-230] . However, on examining the concluding section of Barakāt"s long poem The Obscure, we see evidence that the poet grafts Western techniques onto his modern Sufi poemcontrary to al-Malā"ika"s hasty opinionmost successfully! The repetition of associated words that might otherwise appear to be the poetic device of reiteration, with Barakāt takes on the aura of Sufi spontaneity; especially read aloud, the poem"s rhythm recalls the Sufi whirling and twirling that induces an upsurge of awareness from the universal meditative mind.
Conclusion
Throughout the poem, we are presented with a narrative on the theme of Good and Evil -the underlying theme of the whole of the Qur"ān. Throughout his poem, the poet introduces various motifs in relation to Good and Evil, and in addition gives an impassioned account of historical events, events that have their repeat throughout Kurdish history. That Barakāt writes in Arabic as the language of his choice does not detract from the "Kurdishness" of his poemall the more so, since the original Kurdish language is no longer extant, and we have only surviving dialects. I have indicated from time to time that the poemof-his-being, what Maurice Blanchot calls "the work," is a Kurdish poem, both at the 37 No-time, the waqt: the theoretical vertical line that is the divide between the past and future, i.e. the theoretical present. linguistic level and the emotional levelan ongoing unarticulated poem that the poet transposes to Arabic and articulates in Arabic. In so doing, he not only summons the origins of the Kurdish language but also confirms Kurdish identity. He stretches the Arabic language to its limits, adding new vocabulary to express his Kurdish and Islamic themes; and, in addition, taking advantage of possibilities inherent in Arabic grammar, Barakāt innovatesthus contributing to the musicality of modern Arabic poesy.
The present writer has tried to reveal some of the techniques Barakāt uses to achieve his poetic goals, in anticipation that such activity will facilitate a deeper understanding for both herself and in general Barakāt"s readership. I have taken as a premise that Barakāt recognizes an inner hermeneutic of the Qur"ān known as "tā"wīl " that is known primarily to him as an i and Sufi scholar. The surface narrative of the poem arising from this study could be summarized as follows: The poem deals with the relationship between the poet and Evil, the relationship of Evil to Good, and the failure of Good to persuade in the face of Evil"s deceptive ways. We see the poet as a failed arbiter between Evil and Good. Reason and rationality do not prevail. Evil does not listen to the poet"s plea. Consequently, there is a need for an intercessor on the Day of Judgment. The poet is convinced that remorse will win an acceptable intercessor, the Mercy of Allah: Let the witnesses come forth, at the blood-red completion 38 . . . . Peaceful as proof that their stunned monkey's hearts are baffled by the sacred sand dunes / Where there is nothing, as yet, except a devastated arbiter as proof.
In the above lines, the poet as "a devastated arbiter" steps into the foreground of his poem.
The poem throughout is a journey through the Qur"ān from beginning to end, accomplished mainly by intertextual connections. The poet takes us on a journey of return to the rational as touchstone to "the original spiritual and luminous reality of the Qur"ān [that] is called esoteric interpretation (tā"wīl) since the very word "tā"wīl" comes from the word awwal, meaning "first" or "origin." 39 It is also the poet"s journey towards the Sufi goal, accomplished mainly by a constant revealing of meaning as a stepping stone to origins.
Barakāt takes us with him on these combined journeys. On one hand he addresses the masses, and on the other hand he leads us as individuals to the ecstatic state.
38 Completion, i.e. al-Qiyamah. 39 Imam Shah Karim al-Husayni Aga Khan IV (28 December 2015, posted by Ismaili Gnostic). Esoteric Interpretations of the Qur"ān: The Foundations of Shia-Ismaili Tā"wīl, p. 6.
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Salīm Barakāt (b. 1951, Qamishli, Syria) , a Syrian Kurdish poet, and the older Syrian poet and theoretician Adūnīs (b. 1930) , whose background is Alawite (a Syrian Kurdo- 
